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This synopsis of the work of the Court of  Justice of the European Communities 
is  intended  for judges,  lawyers  and  practitioners  generally,  as  well  as  teachers 
and students of Community law. 
It  is  issued for information only, and obviously must not be cited as  an official 
publication of the Court, whose judgments arc published officially  only in the 
Ettropcall  Cottrt Reports. 
The synopsis is published in the working languages of  the Communities (Danish, 
Dutch, English, French, German, Italian). It is obtainable free of  charge on request 
(specifying the language required) from the Information Bureaux of  the European 
Communities whose addresses  arc listed in Annex XI. 
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5 I - Proceedings of the Court 
1.  Community case-law 
A - Statistical  i11jormation 
Judgments delivered 
During 1977  the Court of  Justice of the European Communities delivered  101 
judgments :1 
12 in direct actions  (excluding actions brought by officials of the Communi-
tics); 
75 in cases referred to the Court for preliminary rulings by the national courts 
of  the Member States; 
14 in actions brought by officials of the Communities; 
24 of the judgments were delivered by Chambers of which 
10 were in cases referred for a preliminary ruling assigned to the Chambers 
pursuant to Article 95(1)  of the Rules of Procedure and 
14 were in actions brought by officials of  the Communities. 
In addition the Court delivered one opinion pursuant to Article 228 of the EEC 
Treaty. 
The Court or the President made 6 orders for interim measures. 
Documentation 
The written procedure in these cases runs to some 100 000 pages, of  which 38 000 
have been translated by the Language Directorate.
2 
Hearings 
In 1977 the Court met for 173 public hearings. 
I One of which was on th~ interpretation of a previous judgment, 
2for further details of the work of the Language Directorate see Annex IX. 
7 Lawyers 
During these hearings,  apart from the representatives or agents of the Council, 
the Commission and the Member States,  the Court heard: 
31  Belgian lawyers, 
5 British lawyers, 
0 Danish lawyers, 
15  French lawyers, 
2R  lawyers from the Federal Republic of  Germany, 
11  Irish lawyers, 
19 Italian lawyers, 
7 Luxembourg lawyers, 
12 Netherlands lawyers. 
Duration of  proceedings 
Proceedings lasted for the following periods of time: 
In cases brought directly before the Court the average duration for most of  them 
has  been rather more than 9 months, the shortest being 7 months. 
In cases arising from questions referred by national courts for preliminary rulings, 
the average duration has  been some (>  months (including judicial vacations). 
Cases brought in 1977 
In 1977,  15R  cases were brought before the Court ofJustice. They concerned: 
1.  Actions brought by the Commission for f..1ilurc  to fulfil an obligation against: 
Belgiun1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
France  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Ireland  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Italy  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
Luxembourg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Netherlands  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
United Kingdom  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
10 
2. Actions brought by the Member States against the Commission: 
United Kingdom  .................................  . 
3. Actions brought by one Member State against another: 
Ireland against France  ...............................  . 
1 
carried forward:  12 
8 brought forward: 
4. Actions br?u.ght by natural or legal persons against: 
Conunission  .......................................  . 
Council  ...........................................  . 
Council and Commission  ...........................  . 
5.  Actions brought by officials of  the Communities 
6.  neferences made to the Court of  Justice by national courts for 
preliminary rulings on the interpretation or validity of  provisions 
of Community law.  Such references originated as  follows: 
Be(t?illl/1 
3  from the Cour de Cassation 
13  from courts of fmt instance or of appeal 
Dc11111ark 
from a court of fmt instance 
Federal Republic of  Gcrlllally 
2  from the Bundesgerichtshof 
2  from the Bundesverwaltungsgericht 
4  from the Bundesfinanzhof 
22  from court~ of first instance or of appeal 
France 
2  from the Com de Cassation 
12  from courts of  first instance or of appeal 
Irclmzd 
1  from the High Court 
1  from a court of fmt instance 
carried forward 
23 
5 
10 
24 
16 
1 
30 
14 
2 
63 
12 
38 
24 
74 
9 brought forward:  63 
ltaly  7 
1  from the Corte Suprema di Cassazione 
6  from courts of  first instance or of appeal 
Nctlzcrla11ds  9 
1  from the Hoge H.aad 
3  from the Centrale H.aad van Beroep 
2  from the College van Beroep voor het Bedrijfslcven 
2  from the Tariefcommissie 
1  from a court of appeal 
U11itcd  Ki11,~do111  5 
from courts of first instance or of  appeal 
Total: 
In addition the Court made 6 orders for interim measures. 
10 
74 
84 
158 TABLE  1 
Cases brought since 1953 analysed by subject matter1 
Situation at 31  December 1977 
(the Court of  Justice for which provision was made in the ECSC Treaty took up its duties in 1953) 
Direct  action'i 
ECSC  EEC  EAEC 
---
Ri~ht  Social  free  of 
move- cstab- srcu-
ment  li,h- rity 
Type ofca'c  Scrap  Com- of  mcnt,  Com- and  Ap;ri-
cqua- Trans- Other  Tax  fn.·c  cui-
lin- port  pet- 2  g:ood'i  fn.·c..·-
CJ'iCS  pet- move.·- tural  Other 
tion  ition  and  dom  it ion  mcnt  policy  cus- to 
toms  supply  of 
union  scr- work-
vices  crs 
New cases  167  35  27  49  25  2  14  5R  1  123  75  2 
(1)  (2)  (2)  (20)  (3) 
Cases not resulting 
in a judgment  25  6  10  16  6  1  2  5  - 11  9  -
(2)  (1)  (2)  (2) 
Cases decided  142  29  17  33  1R  1  12  4R  1  74  45  2 
(1)  (2)  (1)  (10)  (3) 
Cases pending  - - - - 1  - - 5  - 3R  21  -
The figures in brackets represent the cases dealt with by the Court in  I 977. 
1  Cases concerning several subjects arc classified under the most important heading. 
Levies, investment declarations, tax charges, miners' bonuses. 
3  Convention of 27 September 196R on Jurisdiction and  the Enforcement of Judgments  m  Civil  and Commerci.tl Matters 
(the 'Brussels Convention'). 
12 Hefcrences for a preliminary ruling-
Pro- niRht  Social  cec:d-
ings by  Free  of  secu-
lllOVt'- t•stab- rity  statr of 
J11Cilt  !ish- and  Con- Privi- insti- of  lllL'Ilt,  Com- fn·cdom  Agri- ven- k·l-{es  tutions  Tax  cui- Tran'i- tion  goods  free-
CJ\l'S  pc·t- of  tural  port  Article  and  Other  Total  and  dom  it ion  JllOVC- policy  220  immu-
cus- to  llll'llt  l  nitics 
toms  supply  of 
union  "il'f- work-
vices  ers 
499  114  9  29  35  124  153  9  13  ()  20  1 589 
{17)  {24)  {3)  (3)  {5)  {23)  {27)  {2)  {4)  {1)  {137) 
H6  5  1  1  3  2  5  1  1  1  - 197 
(7) 
390  97  H  2H  30  113  127  H  11  5  18  1257 
{15)  (21)  {3)  (3)  {5)  {21)  {21)  {2)  {4)  {1)  (113) 
23  12  - - 2  9  21  - 1  - 2  135 
13 ......  ....  TABLE 2 
Cases brought since 1958 analysed by type (EEC Treaty)1 
Situation at 31  December 1977 
(the Court of  Justice for which provision was made in the EEC Treaty took up its duties in 1958) 
Proceedings brought under 
Art. 173  Art. 177 
Type of  case  Arts. 
169  Art. 170  13y  Art. 175  and  13y  13y  Com- Inter-
93  Govern- Indi\·i- munity  Total  Validity  rrcta- Total 
me-nts  duals  lnstitu- tion 
tions 
I 
New cases  5~  1  23  109  3  135  12  70  ~2  512 
Cases not resulting in a judgment  13  - ~  11  - 15  - 1  19  20 
Cases decided  31  - 14  83  3  100  12  -?  :>- 393  ~5 
In favour of applicant3  27  - ~  20  1  ,- -=> 
Dismissed on the meritsl  ~  - 9  37  2  ~8 
Rejected as inadmissible  - - 1  26  - 27  12 
Cases pending  10  1  5  15  - 20  - 17  30  ~7 
---- -
Proto-
cols 
Conven-
tions 
Art.  Art. 215 
220 
108  13 
5  1 
68  11 
-
63 
5 
35  1 
1  Excluding proct'edings by staff and cases  concerning the interpretation of the Protocol on Privileges and Immunities and of the Staff Regulations (see Table 1). 
2  Totals may be smaller than the sum of individual items because some cases are based on more than one Treaty Article. 
3  In respect of  at least one of  the applicant's main claims. 
4  This also covers proceedings rejected partly as inadmissible and partly on the merits. 
Grand 
totaJl 
I 
831 
5~ 
665 
11~ ..... 
tJt 
TABLE 3 
Cases brought since 1958 analysed by type (ECSC and Euratom Treaties)  I 
Situation at 31  December 1977 
(the Court of  Justice for which provision was made in the Euratom Treaty took up its duties in 1958) 
Nmnber of  proceedings instituted 
By Community  By Individuals 
Total 
Type of  case  By Governments  institutions  (undertakings) 
ECSC  I 
Euratom  ECSC  I 
Euratom  ECSC  I 
Euratorn  ECSC  I 
Euraton1 
New cases  20  1  258  1  278 
Cases not resulting in  a judgment  8  49  57 
Cases decided  12  1  209  1  221 
In favour of  applicant2  5  1  37  - 42 
Dismissed on the merits3  6  - 124  1  130 
Rejected as inadmissible  1  - 48  - 49 
Cases pending  - - - - -
-- -- ---
1  Excluding proceedings by staff and cases  concerning the interpretation of the Protocol on Privileges and Immunities and of  the Staff Regulations (see Table 1). 
2  In respect of  at least one of  the applicant's main claims. 
3  This also covers proceedings rejected partly as inadmissible and partly on the merits  . 
2 
2 
1 
1 
-
-
-B - Cases decided  by  the  Co11rt 
It is  not possible within the confines of this  Synopsis  to present a full  report on 
the case-law of the Court. For this  reason,  and in spite of the risk of a certain 
degree  of subjectivity  which is  involved in  any  choice,  the  decision  has  been 
taken to set out here only a selection ofjudgmcnts of  particular importance. For a 
fuller analysis  the reader is  invited to refer to the chapter on Community law in 
the Eleventh General Report by the Commission of  the European Communities. 
I.  Power of  the Community to conclude international agreements 
(EEC Treaty, Article 228) 
Opi11ion  1/76  ~f 26 April  1977 [1977]  ECR 741 
Pursuant to Article 228 of  the EEC Treaty the Commission asked for the opinion 
of the Court as  to whether a draft Agreement establishing a European laying-up 
fund for inland waterway vessels is compatible with the provisions of  the Treaty. 
The draft Agreement was  the subject of negotiations between the Commission, 
acting on behalf of  the Community in  accordance with a decision of  the Council, 
and  Switzerland,  with  the  participation  of delegations  from  the  six  Member 
States  (Belgium,  the  Federal  Republic of Germany,  France,  Luxembourg,  the 
Netherlands  and  the  United  Kingdom)  who  arc  parties  either  to  the  revised 
Convention for  the  Navigation of the Rhine of 17  October 1868  (hereinafter 
referred to as 'the Mannhcim Convention') or to the Convention for the Canaliza-
tion of the Moselle of 27  October 1956. When the negotiations had been com-
pleted,  the  draft Agreement with  the  Statute of a  Fund  annexed  thereto  was 
initialled by the representatives of the parties on 9 July 1976. 
The Commission has stated as  the grounds for its request for an opinion that the 
system envisaged involves for the Community a certain delegation of pouws  ~f 
dccisio11  and judicial poll'crs  to bodies which arc i11dcpc11dmt of the C0/1111/0il  institu-
tions. Whilst considering that that delegation is  compatible with the Treaty, the 
Commission,  out of concern  for  legal  certainty,  has  considered  it  appropriate 
to consult the Court under Article 228,  in  view of the iiiiiOI'ation  represented by 
such delegation of powers and of the precedent which it is  likely to constitute 
for  any  other  subsequent  agreements. 
The text of the Agreement and of the Statute of the Fund which is  an  integral 
part thereof were annexed to the request for  an  opinion. The Commission has 
Hi also submitted to the Court the proposal for a regulation which it has sent to the 
Council for the purposes of the conclusion of the Agreement. In addition these 
documents have  been  published for  information in the  Official Journal of the 
European Communities (Official Journal C 208 of3 September 1976, pp. 2 to 22). 
The essential  framework of the  system  envisaged  was  the  'Europca11  laying-up 
fimd for inland tf1atmf1ay l'cssels'  (an 'international public institution'). The organs of 
the Fund were to be a Supcrl'isory  Board and a Board of  Mmta,'.?CIIICilt  assisted by a 
Director. In addition a court called the 'Fuud Tribunal' was to be established. 
The Fund Tribunal was  to consist of seven judges appointed for a term of five 
years,  one judge to be appointed by Switzerland and six other judges by all  the 
other Contracting Parties. The proposal for a regulation submitted to the Council 
by the Commission for the purposes of the conclusion of the Agreement and its 
implementation provided however that these six other  judges should be nominated 
by the  Court of  justice Jrotll  am on,'.?  its 111/tllhcr. 
In its opinion of  26  April 1977 the Court of  Jmticc declared that the draft agree-
ment was incompatible  with the EEC Treaty. The reasons it gave for its decision 
may be summarized as  follows: 
1.  Whenever Community law has created for the imtitutions of  the Community 
powers within its internal system for the purpose of  attaining a specific objective, 
the  Community has  authority  to  enter into  the  international  commitments 
necessary for the attainment of that objective even in the absence of  an express 
provision in that connexion. This is  particularly so in all cases in which internal 
power has  already been  used  in  order to adopt measures which come within 
the attainment of common policies.  It is,  however, not limited to that even-
tuality.  Although the internal Community measures  arc only adopted when 
the international agreement is  concluded and made enforceable, the power to 
bind the Community l'is-a-l'is third countries nevertheless flows by implication 
from the provisions of the Treaty creating the internal power and in so far as 
the participation of  the Community in the international agreement is necessary 
for the attainment of  one of  the objectives of  the Community. 
2. The participation of specific  Member States,  together with the Community, 
in  the conclusion of an agreement concerning inland navigation is justified, as 
regards  navigation  on  the  Rhine,  by  the  existence  of certain  international 
conventions which preceded the EEC Treaty and arc  capable of forming an 
obstacle  to  the attainment of the  scheme laid  down by the agreement. The 
participation of these States must however be considered as  being for the sole 
purpose of  carrying out the undertaking to make the amendments necessitated 
by the  implementation  of the  scheme  concerned.  Within  these  limits,  that 
participation is justified by the second paragraph of Article 234 of the Treaty 
and cannot therefore be regarded as  encroaching on the external power of the 
Community. 
3. The legal effect with regard to the Member States of  an agreement concluded 
by the Community, in  accordance with Article 228  (2)  of the Treaty, results 
17 exclusively from the fact that the agreement was concluded by the Community 
even though Member States  arc parties  to it. 
4.  In  order  to  attain  a  common  policy,  such  as  the  common transport policy 
governed by Articles  74  and  75  of the Treaty,  the  Community is  not only 
entitled to enter into contractual relations with a third country but also has the 
power, while observing the provisions of the Treaty,  to cooperate  in  setting 
up an international organism, to give the latter appropriate powers of decision 
and to define,  in a manner appropriate to the objectives pursued,  the nature, 
elaboration,  implementation  and  effects  of the  provisions  to  be  adopted 
within such a framework. 
5. The  conclusion  of an  international  agreement  by  the  Community  cannot 
have the effect of surrendering the independence of action of the Community 
in its external relations and changing its internal constitution by the alteration 
of essential clements of the Community structure as  regards  the prerogatives 
of the institutions,  the decision-making  procedure within the latter and  the 
position  of the  Member States  vis-a-tJis  one another.  More particularly,  the 
substitution,  in  the structure of the organs of the proposed fund,  of several 
Member States  in  place of the Community and its institutions, the alteration 
of the  relationship  between Member States  as  laid  down by the Treaty,  in 
particular by the exclusion or non-participation of  certain States in the activities 
provided for and the grant of  special prerogatives to certain other States in the 
decision-making  procedure  arc  incompatible  with  the  constitution  of the 
Community and more especially  with the concepts which may be deduced 
from the recitals of  the preamble to and from Articles 3 and 4 of  the Treaty. An 
international agreement the effect of  which is also to contribute to the weaken-
ing of  the institutions of  the Community and to the surrender of  the bases of  a 
common policy and  to  the  undoing of the work of the  Community is  in-
compatible with the provisions of the Treaty. 
6. The question whether the grant to a public international organ separate from 
the Community of the power to adopt decisions which arc directly applicable 
in the Member States comes within the powers of  the institution docs not need 
to be solved, since the provisions of the agreement concerned define and limit 
the powers in  question  so  clearly and precisely  that they arc only executive 
powers. 
7.  An international  agreement  concluded  by the  Community is,  so  far  as  the 
latter is  concerned,  an  act of one of the  institutions  within  the  meaning of 
subparagraph (b)  of the first paragraph of Article 177 of the Treaty and there-
fore the Court has jurisdiction to give a preliminary ruling on the interpretation 
of such an agreement. Since it is  possible that a conflict may arise between the 
provisions concerning jurisdiction set out in  the Treaty and those laid down 
within the context of the proposed agreement according to the interpretation 
which might be attached  to  the  provisions of the latter,  the  Fund  Tribunal 
could only be established within the terms concerned on condition that judges 
18 belonging to the Court of  Justice who arc under an obligation to give a com-
pletely impartial ruling on the contentious questions  which may be brought 
before the Court, arc not called upon to serve on it. 
II.  Agriculture - Common organization of  the markets - Nullity 
of  Council Regulation No 563/76 on the compulsory purchase 
of  skimmed-milk powder held by intervention agencies 
Ju~~lllellts of 5 July  1977- Case  114/76  Bcla-Miihlc Josef Derg111mm  KG  I' Grorl's 
Far111  G111bH  &  Co.  KG [1977]  ECR  1211;  Case  116/76  Granaria  BV ''  Hoofd-
produktschap  l'oor  Akkerbotiii'Jlroduktm  (  1977]  ECR  1247;  Joined  cases  119  mrd 
120/76  Olllliilde  Ha111lm~~  AG  I'  Hmtpt::::ollmnt  Ha111b11~~-Waltersho.f  and  Fir111a 
Kurt A. Becher '' Haupt::::ollmnt  Dre/llen-Nord [  1977]  ECR 1269. 
These cases  were referred to the Court of  Justice by courts in Germany and the 
Netherlands for  a  preliminary ruling on  the validity of Regulation No 563/76 
of the Council of  15 March 1976. 
The system established by the regulation, which is  aimed at reducing the large 
stocks  of skimmed-milk powder,  consists,  on  the one hand,  in  the imposition 
not only on producers 4 111ilk  and  111ilk  products  but also,  and more especially,  on 
producers in other  a,~riwltural sectors, of  the obligation to purchase large quantities 
of the product and,  on  the other hand,  the fixing  of a  purchase price for  the 
product which is three  ti111es  the price of  the products which it replaced. 
The Court held that the regulation in question was null and void on the ground 
that  the  obligation  to  purchase  at  such  a  disproportionate  price  constituted  a 
discriminatory distribution of  the burden of  costs between the various agricultural 
sectors and was, moreover, not necessary in order to attain the object in view. 
III.  Freedom of  movement of  persons (nationals of  Member States) -
EEC Treaty, Article 48; Directive No 63/360, Article 4 
Jtt~~lllent of  14 Jtt!y 1977, Case 8/77 Sa,gulo, Brenca and Baklrouche  [1977]  ECR 1495 
In answer to questions referred by a German court, the Court of  justice delivered 
a preliminary ruling with regard to the freedom of  movement of  persons (nation-
als of  Member States) concerning in particular the scope of  Council Directive No 
68/360 of 15  October 1968  on  the abolition of restrictions  on movement and 
residence within the Community for workers of  Member States and their £1milics 
and the application of  the provisions of the residual national law. 
In this case two Italian nationals and a French national were the subject of  criminal 
proceedings  brought  under  the  German  Auslandersgesctz  (Aliens  Law)  of 28 
April 1965. 
Those proceedings resulted in  a court order imposing a fine  on the two Italian 
nationals for having resided in the Federal Republic of Germany without a valid 
passport or identity card, that is,  therefore, without any valid residence permit. 
19 Although the French national was in possession of  a valid passport he had refused 
to comply with the formalities  required by the German authorities in order to 
obtain a residence permit and was detained for a short time in order for criminal 
proceedings to be brought against him; he was accused of having failed  to take 
the necessary steps to regularize his position. 
The above facts  led the Amtsgericht Reutlingen  to ask  the Court of  Justice to 
give a preliminary ruling on the interpretation of Articles 7 and 48  of the EEC 
Treaty (concerning the prohibition of discrimination on grounds of nationality 
and freedom of movement for  workers)  and of Article 4 of Council Directive 
No 68/360 on the abolition of restrictions  on movement and residence  within 
the Community for workers of Member States and their f.1milies. 
The  questions  referred  asked,  basically,  whether  the  Member  States  arc  still 
entitled to apply to persons  et~oying the protection of Community law general 
legislative  provisions  relating  to  the entry and residence  of aliens  and,  where 
appropriate, the penalties attaching to an infringement of  those provisiom. 
The Court ruled that the right of  nationals of  Member States to enter the territory 
of another Member State and to reside there for the purposes mentioned in the 
Treaty follows directly  from the Treaty or from the prol'isio11s adoptcdfor its implc-
tllelltatioll. 
The issue of the special residence document provided for in Article 4 of  Council 
Directive No 68/360 of 15  October 1968 has  only a declaratory  effect;  for aliens 
to whom Article 48 of the Treaty or parallel provisions give rights, it cannot be 
assimilated  to a  residence permit such as  is  prescribed  for  aliens  in  general,  in 
connexion with the issue of  which the national authorities have a discretion. 
A Member State 111ay  not require from a person enjoying the protection of Com-
munity  law  that he should  possess  a  general  residence  permit instead  of the 
document provided for in  Article 4  (2)  of Directive No 68/360 in  cot~unction 
with the Annex thereto nor may it impose petwlties for the f.1ilure to possess such a 
permit. 
It is  for  the  competent authorities  of each  Member  State  to impose  penalties 
where appropriate on a person subject to the provisions of  Community law who 
has £1iled  to provide himself with one of the documents of identity referred to 
in Article 3  (1)  of Directive No 68/360 but the penalties imposed must not be 
disproportionate to the nature of the offence committed. 
IV.  Competition 
Competitio11 - Sclecti11e  distrilmtio11  systems 
]11~~11te11t of  25 October 1977,  Case 26/76 Metro  SB  Grossmiirkte  GmhH mzd Co.  KG 
t' Commissio11 of  the  E11ropea11  Com11tt111ities  [ 1977] ECR 1875 
The applicant,  the Metro SB  undertaking, sought the annulment of a  decision 
taken by the  Commission in  respect of the SABA undertaking on the ground 
20 that the decision allowed certain infringements of Articles HS  and RG  of the EEC 
Treaty to continue. 
The facts giving rise to the case may be summarized as follows: 
The SABA  undertaking,  whose  registered  office  is  in  the  Federal  Republic of 
Germany,  manu£1ctures  electronic  equipment  for  the  leisure  market  (radio 
receivers, televisions, tape recorders) which it sells through a network of  contracts 
and agreements with sole distributors,  wholesalers and appointed retailers.  The 
network comtitutcs a selective distribution system applying uniformly throughout 
the territory of the Community, the essential features of  which arc as  follows: 
1.  cooperation with SABA and its sole distributors and wholesalers; 
2.  limitation on the number of  rcscllcrs; 
3.  the establishment of  distribution channels by the manufacturer. 
In  Germany,  the  distribution  system  involves  a  network  of wholesalers  and 
appointed retailers and in the other Member States, with the exception oflrcland, 
it involves sole  distributors  who arc,  in  turn,  in  contact with wholesalers  and 
appointed retailers. 
The distribution system is  characterized by four essential clements: 
1.  distribution is  carried out by selected and appointed wholesalers and retailers 
and by sole distributors; 
2.  resellers undertake to supply only other rcsellers who arc appointed distributors 
and to submit to inspections. German wholesalers undertake not to supply to 
private consumers in  the  Federal  Republic of Germany; 
3.  wholesalers,  retailers and distributors undertake not to export SABA equip-
ment outside the Community or to import it from third countries; 
4.  wholesalers  and  retailers  undertake  to  achieve  an  adequate  turnover and  to 
keep a stock of SABA equipment. 
The Metro SB  undertaking applied to the Commission because SABA refused to 
supply its make of  products to Metro SB on the ground that Metro SB  docs not 
satisfy the conditions for appointment as a SABA wholesaler. Metro SB maintains 
that the systcl/l  <~( distrilmtio11  a.l!rccl/ll'llfs  laid  dot/'ll  infringes Articles RS  and 86 of 
the EEC Treaty. 
On 15  December 1975  the Commission adopted a decision addressed to SABA 
in which it asserted that: 
1.  the object and effect of  allowing only appointed distributors to sell the products 
in question is to restrict competition considerably; 
2.  the objective nature of the qualitative criteria adopted shows that in so £1r  as 
all the distributors who satisfy the conditions are actually accepted, competition 
is  not yet restricted within the meaning of Article RS  (1); 
3. such a  restriction docs  exist,  however, in  so  £1r  as  selection also  depends on 
specific  obligations which cannot be justified by the sale  of the products in 
'lucstion  under  proper  conditions  (achievement  of a  satisfactory  turnover, 
maintenance of  a sufficient stock); 
21 4.  the obligations imposed on distributors in order to enable SABA to check that 
no delivery is  made to a distributor who is  not appointed arc also  capable of 
restricting competition; 
5.  the £1et  that SABA products arc supplied exclusively to national distributors 
and that the sole distributors undertake to respect the various sales  territories 
constitutes a restriction on competition within the meaning of  Article 85  (1 ). 
Metro SB  considered that the decision  allowed certain itifrillgements  to continue 
and therefore applied to the Court of  Justice seeking the annulment of  the decision. 
In its judgment the Court stated by way of a preliminary observation that it is 
in the interests of  a satisfactory administration of  justice and of  the proper applica-
tion of Articles 85 and 86 that natural or legal persons who arc entitled, pursuant 
to Article 3 (2)  (b)  of Regulation No 17,  to request the Commission to find an 
infringement of Articles 85  and 86 should  be  able,  if  their  request  is  dismissed either 
tl'lwlly  or  in  part,  to  institute  proceedings  ill  order  to  protect  their  le,\!itimate  illferests. 
Such persons  must accordingly be considered to  be directly  and  indil'id11ally  con-
cerned, within the meaning of  the second paragraph of  Article 173, by the decision 
of the Commission. 
The Court thus found that the application was admissible but went on to dismiss 
it as  llt!{otlllded:  Selective distribution systems constitute, together with others, an 
aspect of competition which accords with Article 85  (1),  provided that rescllcrs 
arc chosen on the basis of  objective criteria of a qualitative nature relating to the 
technical qualifications of  the resellcr and his staff and the suitability of  his trading 
premises and  that such conditions arc laid down uniformly for all  potential rc-
sellcrs and arc not applied in a discriminatory fashion. 
On the  other hand,  the obligation to achieve  a tttmof!er  comp.~rable to  that  of a 
specialist  tl'lwlesaler  exceeds  the  strict  requirements  of the  qualitative  criteria 
inherent in  a selective distribution system and it must accordingly be appraised 
in the light of  Article 85 (3). 
Competition  - Co11111111nity  system  - Obligations  of the  Afembcr  States 
]u~\!111e11t of 16 Nol'entbcr  1977,  Case  13/77 NV G.B.-llmo-B.M.  t'  Verell(<!in.~ l'an 
de  Klcilllwnrlclaars  ill  Tabak  (A. T.A.B.)  [1977]  ECR 2115 
This case arose out of  an action brought by the Vereniging van de Klcinhandclaars 
in  Tabak  (A.T.A.B.)  before  the  President  of the  Rcchtbank van  Koophandcl 
(Commercial Court) of Brussels,  which resulted in  an order that G.B.-INNO-
B.M. desist from selling or from offering for sale cigarettes at a price lower than 
that stated on the tax label, on the ground that to do so constitutes unfair com-
petitive practice and a violation of Article 58 of the Law on the introduction of 
value added tax. 
under the Belgian national legislation governing the taxation of  tobacco products, 
tobacco  products  arc  subject  to  a  system  of excise  duty characterized  by the 
application of  an 'ad l'alorem 'duty calculated on the basis of  the retail selling price 
22 includin,l?  VAT. The sum of both those charges is  paid by either the manufacturer 
or the importer when the tax labels arc purchased. It is  forbidden to sell  tobacco 
products at a higher or lower price than that indicated on the tax label. 
That dispute led the Hof van Cassatic (Court of Cassation), Belgium, to rcfct  to 
the  Court of  Justice  for  a  preliminary ruling  certain  questions  concerning  the 
co111patibility tl'ith  Con11111111ity I  all' of  such provisions. 
In its judgment the Court ruled: Member States may not enact measures enabli11,'? 
pril'ate  tmdertakiii,I?S  to  escape from  the  collstraillts  imposed  by Articles  85  to  94  of  the 
Treaty.  It follows  that any abuse of a  dominant position within the market is 
proh~~itcd by Article 86 even if  such abuse is  encouraged by a national legislative 
provisiOn. 
In order to assess  the compatibility with Article 86 of the Treaty, in co1uunction 
with Article 3 (f) and the second paragraph of  Article 5 of  the Treaty, of  the intro-
duction or maintenance in force of a national measure whereby the prices deter-
mined  by  the  manufacturer  or  importer  must  be  adhered  to  when  tobacco 
products arc sold to a consumer, it must be determined, taking into account the 
obstacles to trade which may result from the nature of  the fiscal arrangements to 
which those products arc subject, whether, apart from any abuse of a dominant 
position  which  such  arrangements  might  encourage,  such  introduction  or 
maintenance in force is also likely to affect trade between Member States. 
V.  Fixing in national currencies of  fines and penalty payments 
imposed by the Commission for infringements of the rules 
governing competition 
}ll~'?llle/lt of 9 March  1977, Joined  cases  41,  43  and  44/73  - Interpretation,  Societe 
anony111c gcncrale  Sucriere  m1d Others  I' Co111mission  ~f  the  European  Co1111111111ities and 
Others  [1977]  ECR 445 
The f..1cts  giving rise  to  this  application  for interpretation (Rules of Procedure, 
Article 1  02)  arc as follows: 
By its judgment of 16  December 1975  the Court of  Justice annulled or partly 
revised a decision of the Commission of  2 January 1973 which had been adopted 
mainly in  order to impose fines  expressed in  units  of account and in  national 
currency on a large number of  continental manufacturers of  sugar on the ground 
of  infringements of  the rules governing competition. 
The operative part of the judgment of 16  December 1975  expressed  the fines 
imposed in units of account (a  unit of account is  equal to 0.88867088  grams of 
fine gold) and indicated in brackets the value of  the fmc in the national currency. 
Two French companies paid the equivalent of the amount expressed in units of 
account to the Commission in Italiatt lire. The Commission informed the compan-
ies  that those payments could not be accepted in full settlement of their debt and 
that if they wished to pay in lire they should have paid a sum corresponding to 
2J the amount expressed in the national currency (in  this case,  French francs)  at the 
rate of exchange on the free foreign exchange market applicable on the date of 
payment. 
The companies challenged that point of view. In  their view the size of the debt 
is determined by the amounts fixed by the Court in units of  account and the sums 
expressed in national currency only appear in the judgment by way of  guidance. 
The two French companies submitted an application for the interpretation of the 
judgment of 16 December 1975. 
From the judgment of  the Court of  Justice it may be noted that: 
To the extent to which Article 15  (2)  ofRegulation No 17, for the purpose of 
defining the limits for fines,  takes  the unit of account into consideration the 
Commission  and  the  Court,  in  order to  convert  the  unit of account  into 
national currency, have to adopt the method found in  Article 18 of the said 
regulation  and  in  the  provisions  to  which  this  article  refers.  Nevertheless 
there  is  nothing in  the  wording of Article  15  of Regulation  No 17  which 
justifies  the  conclusion  that  the  Commission  and  the Court arc  bound to 
express the amount of a fine  in units of account or with reference to a sum 
expressed in units of account.  Since the unit of account is  not a currency in 
which  payment  is  made,  the  Commission  and  the  Court  arc  of necessity 
bound to ftx the amount of  the fine in national currency. 
Although the Commission can  require undertakings upon which a fine  has 
been imposed within the meaning of Article 15 of Regulation No 17  to pay 
their debts in the national currency indicated in the Commission's decision or 
in  the judgment of the  Court, no legal provision prevents the Commission 
from accepting  payments in  another national  currency of the  Community. 
Nevertheless it must sec  to it that the actual value of the payments made in 
another currency corresponds to that of the sum fixed in national currency in 
the decision or in the judgment. Therefore the conversion of  the two national 
currencies in question must be effected at the exchange rate on the free foreign 
exchange market applicable on the day of payment. 
An interpreting judgment is  binding not only on the applicants but also  on 
any other party, in so far as that party is affected by the passage in the judgment 
which the Court is  asked to interpret or by a passage which is  exactly similar 
thereto. 
VI.  Convention of  27  September 1968 on Jurisdiction and the 
Enforcement of  Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters 
(the 'Brussels Convention') 
Judgment of  14 july 1977, Joined cases 9 and 10/77 Bal'aria Flllggcscllscltqft Sclt!l'abc  & 
Co.  KG and Gcrmanai r Beda~f.·dt!Hahrt GnzhH  & Co. KG t' Eurocontrol [ 1977] EC R 
1517 
On 14 July 1977 the Court of  Justice delivered a judgment interpreting certain 
provisions of the Brussels  Convention in  answer  to a  question  referred  by the 
Bundcsgerichtshof (Federal  Comt of  Justice). 
24 In  1974  the  Tribunal  de  Commerce  (Commercial  Court),  Brussels,  ordered 
Bavaria and Germanair to pay to Eurocontrol certain charges imposed in respect 
of air  traffic  control. Those judgments, which were provisionally enforceable, 
became final after the legal remedies available in Belgium had been exhausted. 
On the basis of the Brussels Convention Eurocontrol applied to the Landgcricht 
Miinchcn  and  the  Landgericht  Frankfurt  for  the  enforcement of the  above-
mentioned judgments. 
The Obcrlandcsgcricht Miinchcn and the Obcrlandcsgcricht Frankfurt, to which 
those cases were referred, ordered the enforcement of  the Belgian judgments. 
Germanair and Bavaria then appealed to the Bundcsgerichtshof, which asked the 
Court of  Justice to give a preliminary ruling on the following CJUCstion: 
'Under Article 56 of  the Convention, do the Treaty and Conventions referred to 
in Article 55  continue to have effect in  relation  to  decisions  which do not f.1ll 
under Article 1  (2)  of the Convention but arc excluded from the scope of the 
Convention?' 
The wording of  the articles in question of  the Convention is as  follows: 
Article 1 
'This Convention shall apply in civil and commercial matters .... 
The Convention shall  not apply to: 
1.  the status or legal capacity of natural persons, rights in property arising out 
of  a matrimonial relationship ...  ; 
2.  bankruptcy, proceedings relating to the winding-up of  insolvent companies 
or other legal persons, judicial arrangements, compositions and analogous 
proceedings; 
3.  social security; 
4.  arbitration.' 
Article 55 
'Subject  to  the  provisions ... of Article  56,  th;s  Convention shall,  for  the 
States which arc parties to it, supersede the following conventions concluded 
between two or more of them: 
The Convention between the Federal Republic of  Gcrma·1y and the King-
dom ofBclgium on the Mutual Recognition and Enforcement of  Judgments, 
Arbitration Awards and Authentic Instruments in Civil and Commercial 
Matters, signed at Bonn on 30 June 1958.' 
Article 56, .first  para,~raplz 
'The Treaty and the  conventions referred  to in  Article 55  shall continue to 
have effect in relation to matters to which this Convention docs not apply.' 
The Court ofJ  usticc ruled that: The principle oflcgal certainty in the Community 
legal  system and the objectives of the Brussels  Convention in accordance with 
Article 220 of  the EEC Treaty, which is at its origin, require in all Member States 
25 a uniform application of the legal concepts and legal classificatiom developed by 
the Court in  the context of the Brussels Convention. 
A national court must not apply the Brussels  Convention so  as  to  recognize or 
enforce judgments which arc excluded from its scope as  determined by the Court 
of  Justice.  On the  other hand,  it  is  not prevented from applying  to  the same 
judgments one of the special agreements referred to in Article 55  of the Brussels 
Convention, which may contain  rules  for  the recognition  and enforcement of 
such judgments. As  the first  paragraph of Article 56 of the Brussels Convention 
recognizes, these agreements continue to have effect in  relation to judgments to 
which the Brussels Convention docs not apply. Since Article  1 ~(the Protocol  ~(  3 
Jttne  1971 git•es  tlze  Cottrt jttrisdiction  to  interpret  o11ly  the  Bmsscls  Conucntion  mzd tlze 
Protocol,  it  is  solely for  tlzc  llational  co11rts  to  jtt~..;c  tlzc  scope  of the  a/Jopc-mentioncd 
agrecmellts ill rclatio11  to jll~t;ments to  ll'lziclz  tlze Bmsscls Conuention docs not apply.  Tlzis 
may  lead to  tlze  same  expression  ilz  tlze  Bmsscls  Collucntion  mzd  ill  a hilatcral  a<t;reenzent 
beilzg  ilztcrpreted dWcmztly. 
26 2.  Meeting and visits 
In  1977 the Court of  Justice, maintaining its well-established tradition of regular 
contacts  with  national  and  international judicial  bodies,  organized  a  two-day 
study visit and a five-day study visit for the judges of  the nine Member States.1  It 
also received a gr~mp of  some forty French judges from the Centre de Formation 
Permanente de !'Ecole Nationale de Ia Magistrature in Vaucresson, a delegation of 
civil servants from the Bundeskartellamt, some forty judges from labour courts 
in North-Rhine Westphalia and twelve  judges from the Cour du  Travail, Antwerp. 
On 29  and 30  September the  Court of  Justice received  a  delegation  from the 
European  Court of Human Rights  and  the European  Commission of Human 
Rights in Strasbourg for an exchange of  views on common problems. 
Finally on 10 and 11  November a delegation was received from the Swiss Tribunal 
Federal, Lausanne. 
I  Src also Annex VI: statistical table of visitors to thr Court of  Justice in 1977. 
27 3.  Appointment of arbitrators by the President of the Court of  Justice 
1.  On 18  March 1977  the  French  Minister for  Foreign  Aff.1irs  referred  to  the 
Court of Justice  two  Fra11co-Gcrmat~ draft  a.~rccmcllfs on  the  construction  of 
bridges over the Rhine. The agreements made provision for  the constitution 
of an  arbitration tribunal and in certain circumstances for  the designation by 
the President of the Court of  Justice of the president or of a member of the 
arbitration  tribunal.  However, if the President of the  Court were unable to 
act or if he  were of French or German nationality the designation was to be 
made by another Member of the Court. 
The Court of  Justice approved the clauses  referred to above subject however 
to  certain  observations  relating  to  the  Community  provisions  on  the  re-
placement of  the President of  the Court when he was unable to attend. Without 
expressly referring to the clause concerning the 11atiollality of the President the 
Court took the view that in  such cases  the nationality of the Members of the 
Court should  play no  part as,  in  the terms of the Treaties  themselves,  their 
independence and impartiality is beyond doubt. 
2.  In addition the Court received a similar request made on 29  November 1977 
by the Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg acting jointly \Vith 
the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany, relating to a Gcrlllmw-
Lrtxcrllboll~<! colll'Citficlll  laying  down equality of treatment for  a Luxembourg 
nuclear  power station  with  German  power stations  for  the  reprocessing  of 
irradiated fuels  and the storage of radioactive waste. 
28 
The Court noted with satisfaction  that for  the first  time the  text  conferring 
the power to appoint arbitrators on the President of the Court or, if he  were 
unable to attend, the senior President of  Chamber 111adc  no  /ltcntio11  c~{llatiollality. II-Decisions of national  courts on Cotnmunity law 
The Court of Justice  endeavours  to  obtain  as  full  information  as  possible  on 
decisions of  national courts on Community law.
1 
The tables below show the number of national dccisiom, with a break-down by 
Member States,  delivered  between  1 July  1976  a11d  30 ]u11c  1977 entered in the 
card-indexes maintained by the Library and Documentation Directorate of the 
Court. The decisions  arc included whether or not they were taken on  the basis 
of  a preliminary ruling by the Court. 
A  separate column  headed  'Brussels  Convention' contains  the decisions  on  the 
Convention of 27  September 1%8 on Jurisdiction and the Recognition of  Judg-
ments  in  Civil  and Commercial Matters,  known as  the 'Brussels  Convention', 
which has  led  to  a considerable increase in  the number of cases  coming before 
the national courts. 
It should be emphasized that the  tables  arc  only a guide as  the card-indexes on 
which they arc based arc necessarily incomplete. 
I  The Library and Document.Jtion DirectorJte of the Court of Justice of the European Communities,  lloitc 
l'ostak 140ri, Luxembourg, would be grateful for a copy of  any such decision. 
2~ Ccl/eral table,  by  1\!cmber States, of dccish111s  011  Ct'lllllliiJJity La11• 
Cases in  Courts  Cases in  Cases in 
Supreme  previom  of  appeal  previous  previous 
Member States  column on:  or of  column on:  Total  column on:  Courts 
Brussels  first  Brussels  Brussels 
Convention  instance  Convention  Convention 
Belgium  3  - 77  55  80  55 
Denmark  1  - 2  - 3  -
France  13  1  29  8  42  9 
Federalltepublic 
of  Germany  52  2  91  35  143  37 
Ireland  - - 3  - 3  -
Italy  18  - 35  11  53  11 
Luxembourg  - - 3  - 3  -
Netherlands  7  2  3CJ  9  46  11 
United Kingdom  - - 23  - 23  -
Total  CJ4  5  302  118  3%  123 
30 Detailed tah!e,  l'ro/.:e11  doll' II hy  Afe111her  State mrd hy  co11rt,  of  dccisio11s  011  Co1111111111ity  law 
Member States  Number  Courts giving judgment 
S11prcnre  co11rts 
Belgium  f\0  Cour de Cassation .............................  .  3 
Co11rts  c~( appeal or .first illsttmcc 
Cour d'appel de Mons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Arbeidshof Antwcrpen..........................  1 
Cour du Travail de Brnxelles... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Cour du Travail de Mons  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Rechtbank van ecrste aanleg Antwerpen  . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Rechtbank van ecrste aanleg Brngge . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Hechtbank van ecrste aanleg Dendermonde . . . . . . . .  3 
Rechtbank van eerste aanleg Gent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Rechtbank van eerste a:mleg Kortrijk  . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Rechtbank van eerste aanleg Leuven . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Hechtbank van eerste aanleg Veurne . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunal de 1cre instance d'Arlon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunal de 1cre instance de Brnxelles  . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunal de 1rre instance de Charleroi . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 
Tribunal de 1  ere instance de Mons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunal de 1cre instance de Tournai  . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Arbeidsrechtbank Antwerpen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Arbeidsrechtbank Hassclt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
Tribunal du travail de Bruxellcs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
Tribunal du travail de Charleroi. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 
Tribunal du travail de Liege  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Hechtbank van Koophandcl Antwcrpen  . . . . . . . . . .  6 
Rechtb:mk van Koophandcl Brngge . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Hcchtbank van Koophandel Brussel  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Hecht bank van Koophandcl Kortrijk. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Rcchtbank van Kooph:mdcl Oudcnaarde . . . . . . . . . .  5 
Rcchtbank van Koophandel Tongeren . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
Hechtb:mk van Koophandcl Turnhout . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunal de commerce de Brnxelles  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12 
Tribunal de commerce de V  erviers  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
Corrcctioncle Hechtbank Oudenaarde  . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunal correctionncl de Charleroi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunal corrcctionncl de Liege . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Vrcdcgcrccht Antwerpcn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
77 
S11pre111e  co11rts 
Denmark  3  Folketingets Ombudsmand .....................  .  1 
Co11rts  ~(appeal or first ilzsta11cc 
So og Handelsrettcn Kobenhavn  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Ostre Landsret  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
2 
31 Member States 
france 
federal Itcpublic 
ofGcrnuny 
32 
Number 
·12 
143 
Courts giving judgment 
Suprc111c  courts 
Cour de cassation .............................  . 
Conseil d'Etat  ...............................  . 
Conseil constitutionnel. ........................  . 
G>urts of 11J'J'Ct1!  or .first iustaucc 
H 
4 
1 
13 
Cour d'appcl d'Aix-en-Provrnce  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 
Cour ,rappel de llastia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Cour ,rappel de Colmar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Cour ,rappel de Douai.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Cour d'appcl de Lyon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Cour d'appel de Nancy  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Cour d'appcl d'Orlbns  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Cour d'appel de Paris  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 
Tribunal administratif de Chalons-sur-Marne  . . . . . .  1 
Tribunal administratif de Nancy  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunal administratif de Paris  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Tribunal administratif de Hennes  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Tribunal de grande instance de Strashourg  . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunal de grande instance de Paris . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunal d'instance de Dourg-cn-llresse  . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Tribunal d'instancc de Lille..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunal d'instancc de Marseille. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunal d'instance de Si-te  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Stt}'r<"lltc  courts 
llundcsvcrf.1sstmgsgericht .......................  . 
llundcsgcrichtshof. ............................  . 
llundcsvcrwaltungsgcricht  .....................  . 
Dnndesfinanzhof  .............................  . 
llundessozialgcricht  ...........................  . 
29 
1 
H 
5 
33 
5 
52 Member States 
federal Republic 
of Germmy 
(contd.) 
Number  Courts giving ,iudgment 
C,>llr/s  ·~f tlJ'J'<"tll or.first instance 
Oberbndesgericht Bamberg  ...................  . 
Oberlandesgericht Celie  .......................  . 
Oberlandesgericht DUsseldorf. ..................  . 
Oberlandesgericht frankfurt  ...................  . 
Oberlandesgericht Hamm  .....................  . 
Oberlandesgericht Karlsruhe  ...................  . 
Oberlandcsgcricht Koblcnz .....................  . 
Oberlandesgericht Kiiln  .......................  . 
Oberlandesgericht M iinchen  ...................  . 
Obcrlandesgcricht Stuttgart. ....................  . 
finanzgericht Baden-W iirttcmberg  .............  . 
finanzgcricht Berlin ...........................  . 
Finanzgcricht Bremen  .......................  . 
finanzgcricht DUsseldorf .......................  . 
finanzgericht Hamburg  .......................  . 
Finanzgericht M iimtcr .........................  . 
Finanzgcricht Jtheinland-l'f.1lz ...................  . 
Hcssischcs finanzgcricht  .......................  . 
Landcssozialgericht Nord  rhein-Westf.1len .........  . 
Landgcricht Bayreuth .........................  . 
Landgcricht Dortmund  .......................  . 
Landgericht frankfurt .........................  . 
Landgericht freiburg  .........................  . 
Landgericht Gottingen .........................  . 
Landgericht Hamburg .........................  . 
Landgericht Karlsruhe .........................  . 
Landgericht Koln .............................  . 
Landgericht Landshut  .........................  . 
Landgericht Mannheim  .......................  . 
Landgcricht M iinchcn .........................  . 
Landgericht Offenburg .........................  . 
Landgericht Oldenburg  .......................  . 
Lanclgcricht J>adcrborn .........................  . 
Landgcricht Ulm .............................  . 
Landgcricht \Vicsbadcn  .......................  . 
Amtsgcricht Rcutlingcn  .......................  . 
Amtsgericht Ulm .............................  . 
V  crw:tltungsgcricht Baden-W iirttcm  berg .........  . 
Vcrwaltungsgericht frankfurt ...................  . 
Vcrwaltungsgcricht Koblcnz  ...................  . 
V crw:tltungsgcricht M iimtcr  ...................  . 
Arbcitsgcricht Bonn ...........................  . 
Arbcitsgericht Liirrach .........................  . 
Sozi:tlgcricht Augsburg  .......................  . 
Sozi:tlgericht DUsseldorf .......................  . 
2 
3 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
3 
2 
1 
3 
17 
2 
1 
7 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
7 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
91 
33 Member States  Number 
Ireland  3 
Italy  53 
34 
Courts giving judgment 
C(Jllrts  ~~f appeal or.first ir1Sia11cc 
High Court, Dublin ...........................  . 
District Court Area of Cork City ...............  . 
S11prcmc  C(Jllrfs 
Corte costituzionale ...........................  . 
Corte di  cassazione  ...........................  . 
C(Jllrts cl appeal ar.first insltlllcc 
2 
3 
5 
13 
18 
Corte d'appello di  Bari  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Corte d'appcllo di  firenzc  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Corte d'appcllo di Roma. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Corte d'appcllo di Torino  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunalc di Biella  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunalc di Catania. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunalc di Como  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunalc di Firenzc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunale di Genova........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 
Tribunalc di Milano . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
Tribunalc di Padova . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunale di Ronu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
Tribunalc di Saluzzo............................  1 
Tribunale di Torino . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunale di Trento . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunalc di Varese  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Tribunale amministrativo regionale di Lazio  . . . . . .  1 
Pretura di Abbiatcgrasso  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Pretura di Alcssandria  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Prctura di Cento  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Pretura di Lodi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Prctura di Milano . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
l'rctnra di  l'adova . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Prctura di Recco  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Prctura di Susa  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
35 Member States  Number 
Luxembourg  3 
Netherlands  46 
United Kingdom  23 
Courts giving judgment 
Co11rts o(  appeal or .first i11sfa11cc 
Cour supcricure de justice (appcl) ...............  . 
Tribunal d'arrondissement de Luxembourg .......  . 
Sllprt'IIIC  co11rts 
Hoge !bad ...................................  . 
!bad van State  ...............................  . 
Co11rts  ~~(appeal or.first illsfa11cc 
2 
1 
3 
4 
3 
7 
Centrale ltaad van Ikroep  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 
College van Beroep voor het Bedrijfsleven  . . . . . . . .  5 
Gerechtshof Amsterdam  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
Gerechtshof 's-Gravenbge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Gerechtshof 's-Hertogcnbosch.......... . . . . . . . . . .  2 
1\aad van Beroep Amsterd:un . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
T:1riefcommissic... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 
Arrondissementsrechtb:mk Breda  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Arrondisscmrntsrechtbank Dordrecht  . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Arrondissementsrechtbank Leeuwarden.... . . . . . . . .  1 
Arrondissementsrechtb:mk Rotterd:un  . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Arrondissementsrechtbank 's-Gravenhage.... . . . . . .  3 
Arrondissementsrechtbank Utrecht  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
K:1ntongerecht Rotterdam  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Co11rts (>(appeal or.first i11sfa11cc 
Court of  Appeal  .............................  . 
High Court of  Justice  .........................  . 
Employment Appeal Tribunal  .................  . 
National Insurance Commissioner ...............  . 
Marlborough Street Magistrate's Court  .........  . 
Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration  .. 
39 
6 
H 
2 
4 
1 
2 
23 
Among these decisions there arc two delivered by British courts showing difficul-
ties  in  the  application of Community law in  the  United Kingdom which arc 
worthy of special note: 
35 National Insurance Commissioner, Decision of 16  November 1976 
(Brack- Not reported) 
The appeal lodged by Mr Brack, a British national, whose widow continued the 
case  agaimt the Insurance Officer,  related to the latter's obligation to pay to the 
appellant cash  sickness  benefits.  In  the course of a journey to France Mr Brack 
fell seriously ill; his application for benefits was rejected on the grounds that under 
the  National  Insurance  Act  1%5  a  person  is  disqualified  from  receiving  any 
benefit during his  absence  from Great Britain.  Mr Brack could  therefore only 
claim the benefits pursuant to Article 22 ofHcgulation No 1408/71  on the applica-
tion  of social  security schemes  to employed persons and their f.1milies  moving 
within  the  Community  whereby  a  worker  whose  condition  necessitates  im-
mediate bcncftts during a stay in the territory of  another Member State is entitled 
to cash benefits. 
The  National  Insurance  Commissioner  experienced  difficulties  in  determining 
the position of the appellant under Community law in  view of certain features 
of the British social security scheme to which Mr Brack had paid contributions 
first  as  an  employed person  and  subsequently  as  a  self-employed  person.  The 
Commissioner was unsure whether persons in the appellant's position arc 'workers' 
within the meaning of Hegulation No 140R/71  and whether Article 22  is  conse-
quently applicable to  them. 
By decision of 12  February 1976  he referred the  matter to the Court of  Justice 
pursuant to Article 177 of  the EEC Treaty for a preliminary ruling on that question 
in particular. 
By judgment of 29  September 197(J
1  the Court ruled that a person in the appel-
lant's  situation constitutes,  as  regards  British  legislation,  a  'worker'  within  the 
meaning of Article 1 (a)  (ii)  of Hcgulation  No 140R/71  for  the purposes of the 
application of the first sentence of Article 22  (1)  (ii)  of that regulation. It based its 
decision on the particular nature of the British scheme which is  applicable to all 
the working population and by virtue of  which a person in Mr Brack's situation 
can only claim the full  rate of cash sickness  benefits by reason of both the con-
tributions paid as an employed person and those paid as a self-employed person. 
Following that judgment the National Insurance  Commissioner, by decision of 
16  November 197(J,  recognized that Mr Brack's widow was entitled to the cash 
sickness  benefits  under  the British legislation  during the period of Mr Brack's 
stay in  France.  As  it is  for the national judge to apply interpretative judgments 
of  the Court of  Justice to the particular case the National Imurance Commissioner 
considered that having regard to the facts of  the case, the appellant clearly satisfted 
the conditions set  out in  the judgment of thr.  Court and  that  therefore at the 
relevant time he was a 'worker'. 
'  Case  17f7r.,  [I97r.] Ecn 142'). 
36 High Court ofjustice- Chancery Division- (Mr Justice Graham) 
Maxim's Ltd v Dye, 16 and 25 May and 1Junc 1977 1 
The plaintiff,  a  company which  runs  the  famous  Maxim's  restaurant  in Paris 
brought in  the High Court an  action  to restrain  the defendant company from 
trading. The latter company opened in Norwich, England, a restaurant also under 
the name of Maxim's whose decor shows that it is  seeking  to  make usc  of the 
world wide reputation enjoyed by Maxim's restaurant in Paris. Mr  Justice Graham 
delivered judgment in  def.·mlt  against the defendant. 
In  the first  part of his judgment he analysed the action solely from the point of 
view of English law and more particularly having regard to  the principle in  the 
Crazy  Horse  case.
2  He  did  not  follow  that  precedent  whereby  a  passing  off 
action  can  only be  brought by a  plaintiff who carries  on business  in  England. 
Contrary to that decision  he held that the geographical extent of the reputation 
of  a company is a question of  f.1ct and that the reputation is not necessarily limited 
to the country in which the undertaking is based. 
Furthermore Mr Justice  Graham examined the application of Community law 
to  the case  before  him.  He took the  view that in  any event the  EEC Treaty 
prevented  him  from  following  the  Crazy  Horse judgment  in  that  it  allows 
discrimination  between  undertakings of different Member States  as  regards  the 
protection of a commercial reputation. 
Even if it relates to industrial property the discrimination would in  the terms of 
Article 36 of the EEC Treaty constitute 'a means of arbitrary discrimination or 
disguised restriction on trade between Member States'. 
On the other hand the application of the principle laid down in the Crazy Horse 
case could distort competition and present an obstacle to fair competition thereby 
infringing the preamble to and Article 3 (f) of  the EEC Treaty. 
Finally  the  application  of that  principle  would constitute  a  restncuon  on  the 
freedom  to  provide  services  within  the  Community,  within  the  meaning  of 
Article 59 of  the EEC Treaty. 
1  (1977]  rleet Street J>Jtcnt Law Reports, 364. 
2  A/,till Bmwrditt et Cie v Pm,ilioll  Properties  Ltd  ('CT<I::y  JJ,>rsc')  [1')(,7] H.P.C. SH!. 
37 After referring to the judgments of the Court of  Justice in the Van Binsbcrgcn
1 
and Cocncn2  cases  whereby, as from the end of the transitional period Article 59 
which prohibits in  particular restrictions  on  the  grounds of nationality and of 
residence  is  directly  applicable  and  creates  rights  in  the  individual  which  the 
national courts must enforce, Mr Justice Graham concluded that the conditions 
for the application of  Article 59 were satisfied. 
The denial of legal protection against damage to reputation and trade conncxion 
to a  person purely on the ground that his  business  is  established exclusively in 
France and not in England is such as  to make it more difficult for him to conduct 
his business and therefore prohibited by Article 59. There ought to be no rc,Juirc-
mcnt that he must trade in England in order to prevent his reputation there being 
tarnished or stolen. If,  in fact, it is  permissible for a third party to steal his reputa-
tion and start a business ahead of  him under the same name in England it may be 
very difficult, if not impossible, for him to start trading in England when, as  he 
may, he later decides to do so. 
At  the  end of his  judgment Mr Justice  Graham envisaged  the  eventuality of 
reference to the Court of  Justice of the question of Community law at  issue  in 
application of  the procedure laid down by Article 177 of  the EEC Treaty. He held 
that such a reference was not necessary as  the action was resolved on arguments 
derived from English law alone.  As  the plaintiff had asked him not to refer the 
case  to the European Court in  order to save it additional expense he raised the 
problem which might f.1cc  a judge in a case where, in his opinion, reference of a 
question of Community law is  necessary but the parties arc apprehensive about 
the costs of  such a reference. 
The power of  the Court of  Justice to grant legal aid
3 does not resolve this dilemma 
as  the question arises  upon what principles will such aid be granted and whether 
in particular small companies to which the provisions of the Legal Aid Act 1974 
arc not applicable could benefit therefrom. 
1  Judgment of 3 December 1974, Case 33/74 Vall  Billsl>crgm  v Bcs/llllr  '''"'  de  Bcdrif(sl't'rcll(~illg ''""' tic  Afcl<l<tl-
ttijmltcid [1974] ECR 1299. 
2  Judgment of2G November 1975, Case 39/75 Comcn v St>ciMI  Econotllisclll'  na<~d [1975] ECR 1547. 
3  Under the second paragraph of  Article 104 of  the Rules of  Procedure the Court nuy, in the course of  a reference 
for a preliminary ruling 'in speci.ll circumstances ...  grant, as legal aid, assistance for the purpose of t:1cilitating 
the repre~entation and attendance of  a puty'. 
3R ANNEX I 
Composition of the Court of Justice of the European Communities for the judicial year 
1977-1978 (order of precedence) 
Hans KUTSCHER, President 
Max S0RENSEN, President of the Second Chamber 
Gerhard REISCHL, First Advocate General 
Giacinto BOSCO, President of the First Chamber 
Andreas DONNER, Judge 
Josse MERTENS DE WILMARS,Judge 
Pierre PESCATORE, Judge 
Henri MA  YRAS, Advocate General 
Jean-Pierre WARNER, Advocate General 
Lord MACKENZIE STUART, Judge 
Andreas O'KEEFFE, Judge 
Francesco CAPOTORTI, Advocate General 
Adolphe TOUFFAIT, Judge 
Albert VAN HOUTTE, Registrar 
Composition of the Chambers 
First  Cha111hcr 
President:  G.  BOSCO 
Judges:  A.M. DONNER 
Advocates 
J. MERTENS DE WILMARS 
A. O'KEEFFE 
General:  H.  MA  YRAS 
J.-P. W AitNER 
Scco11d  Cha111bcr 
President:  M. S0RENSEN 
Judges:  P.  PESCATORE 
Advocates 
General: 
Lord MACKENZIE STUART 
A. TOUFFAIT 
G.  REISCHL 
F.  CAPOTORTI 
39 ,;INNEX II 
Former Presidents of the Court of  Justice 
PILOTTI, Massimo 
(died on 29 April 1962) 
DONNER, Andreas Matthias 
HAMMES, Charles Uon 
(died on 9 December 1967) 
LECOURT, Hobert 
President  of the  Court of Justice  of the  European 
Coal and Steel Community from 10 December 1952 
to 6 October 1958 
President  of the  Court of Justice  of the  European 
Communities from 7 October 1958 to 7 October 1964 
President  of the  Court of Justice  of the  European 
Communities from 8 October 1964 to 7 October 1967 
President  of the  Court of Justice  of the  European 
Communities from 8 October 1967 to 6 October 1976 
Former Members of the Court of Justice 
PILOTTI, Massimo 
(died 29  April 1962) 
SEitHAHENS, Petrus J.  S. 
(died 26 August 1963) 
VAN KLEFFENS, Adri:mus 
(died 2 August 1973) 
CATALANO, Nicola 
RUEFF, Jac<JUcs 
IUESE, Otto 
(died 4 June 1977) 
IlOSSI, Rino 
(died 6 February 1974) 
LAGRANGE, Maurice 
DELVAUX, Louis 
(died 24 August 1976) 
HAMMES, Clurles Uon 
(died 9 December 1967) 
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President  and Judge  at  the  Court of Justice  from 
10 December 1952 to 6 October 1958 
Judge at the Court of  Justice from 10 December 1952 
to 6 October 1958 
Judge at the Court of  Justice from 10 December 1952 
to 6 October 1958 
Judge :lt the  Court of  Justice from 7 October 1958 
to 7 March 1962 
Judge at the Court of  Justice from 10 December 1952 
to 17 May 1962 
Judge at the Court of  Justice from 10 December 1952 
to 5 Fcbru:~ry 1963 
Judge at  the  Court of  Justice  from 7 October 1958 
to 7 October 1964 
Advocate  General  at  the  Court  of Justice  from 
10 December 1952 to 7 October 1964 
Judge :Jt the Court of  Justice from 10 December 1952 
to 9 October 1967 
Judge at the Court of  Justice from 10 December 1952 
to  9  October  1967,  President  of the  Court  from 
8 October 1964 to 7 October 1967 GAND,Joscph 
(died 4 October 1974) 
STRAUSS, Walter 
(died 1 January 1976) 
DUTHEILLET DE LAMOTHE, Alain 
(died 2January 1972) 
ROEMER, Karl 
6 DALAIGH, Ccarbhall 
MONACO, Riccardo 
LECOURT, ltobcrt 
TRABUCCHI, Alberto 
Advocate  General  at  the  Court  of Justice  from 
8 October 1964 to 6 October 1970 
Judge at  the Court of  Justice from 6 February 1963 
to 27  October 1970 
Advocate  General  at  the  Court  of Justice  from 
7 October 1970 to 2 January 1972 
Advocate  General  at  the  Court  of Justice  from 
2 February 1953 to 8 October 1973 
Judge at  the  Court of  Justice  from  9 January 1973 
to 11  December 197 4 
Judge at  the  Court of  Justice  from  8 October 1964 
to 2 February 1976 
Judge at the Court of  Justice from  18  May 1962  to 
25  October  1976,  President  of the  Court  from 
8 October 1967 to 6 October 1976 
Judge at the Court of  Justice from 8 March 1962  to 
8 January  1973,  Advocate  General  at  the  Court of 
Justice from 9 January 1973 to 6 October 1976 
41 ANNEX Ill 
Organization of public hearings of the Court 
As  a general rule, sessions of the Court arc held on Tuesdays, Wcdncslbys and Thursdays every 
week, except during the Court's vacations (from 20 December to 6 January, the week preceding 
and two weeks following Easter, and 15 July to 15  September) and three weeks each year when 
the  Court also  docs  not sit  (the  week  following  Carnival  Monday,  the  week following  \Vhit 
Monday and the week of All  Saints). 
Sec also the full  list of public holidays in Luxembourg set out below. 
Visitors may attend public hearings of the Court or of the Chambers to the extent permitted by 
the seating capKity. No visitor may be present at  cases  heard in  ca111cra  or during interlocutory 
proceedings. 
Half an hour before the beginning of public hearings visitors who have indicated that they will 
be attending the hearing arc supplied with relevant documents. 
Public Holidays in Luxembourg 
In addition to the Court's vacations mentioned above the Court of  Justice is closed on the following 
days: 
New Year's Day 
Carnival Monday 
Easter Monday 
Ascension Day 
Whit Monday 
May Day 
Luxembourg national holiday 
Assumption 
'Schobermessc' Monday 
All  Saints' Day 
All Souls' Day 
Chri,tmas Eve 
Christmas DJy 
Boxing Day 
New Year's Eve 
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1 Jammy 
variable 
variable 
variable 
variable 
1 May 
23 June 
15 August 
Last Monday of August or 
first Monday of September 
1 November 
2 November 
24  December 
25 December 
26 December 
31  December ANNEX IV 
Summary of types of procedure before the Court of  Justice 
It will be remembered that under the Treaties a case may be brought before the Court of  Justice 
either by a national court with a view to determining the validity or interpretation of  a provision 
of  Community law, or directly by the Community institutions, Member States or private parties 
under the conditions bid down by the Treaties. 
A - Rcfcrcllccs }>r preli111irwry  mlill.(;S 
The national court submits to the Court of]ustice questions relating to the validity or interpretation 
of  a provision of  Community bw by means of  a formal judicial document (decision, judgment or 
order) containing the wording of the question(s) which it wishes to refer to the Court of  Justice. 
This document is sent by the registry of  the national court to the Registry of  the Court of  Justice, 1 
accompanied in appropriate cases by a file intended to inform the Court of  Justice of  the background 
and scope of the questions referred. 
During a period of two months the Council, the Commission, the Member States and the parties 
to the national proceedings may submit observations or statements of  case to the Court of  Justice, 
after which they will  be  summoned to a hearing at which they may submit oral observations, 
through their agents in the case of the Council, the Commission and the Member States, through 
lawyers who are members of  a Bar of  a Member State or through university teachers who have a 
right of audience before the Court pursumt to Article 36 of the Hules of Procedure. 
After the Advocate General has presented his opinion the judgment given by the Court of  Justice 
is  transmitted to the national court through the registries. 
B - Direct actio11s 
Actions arc brought before the Court by an  application addressed  by a bwyer to the Registrar 
(lloite Postalc 1406,  Luxembourg) by registered post. 
Any lawyer who is  a member of the llar of one of the Member States or a professor holding a 
chair of law in  a university of a Member State,  where the law of such State  authorize~ him to 
plead  before its  own courts, is  qualified to appear before the Court of  Justice. 
The application must contain: 
the name and permanent residence of the applicant; 
the name of the party against whom the application is  made; 
the subject-matter of the dispute and the grounds on which the application is  based; 
the form of order sought by the applicant; 
the nature of any evidence offered; 
an address for service in the place where the Court has its scat, with an indication of the name 
of a person who is  authorized and has expressed willingness to accept service. 
1  Court of Jmticc of the Europeln Communities, Kirchberg,  lloite Postlle  140ii,  Luxembourg;  Tel.  43031; 
Tclegrlms: CUJUALUX; Telex: 2510 CURIA LU. 
43 The application  should be  accompanied by the following  documents: 
the decision the annulment of  which is sought, or, in the case of  proceedings against an implied 
decision, documentary evidence of the date on which the request to the institution in question 
w:ts  lodged; 
a certific:tte tlut the lawyer is  entitled to practise before a court of a Member State; 
where an applicant is  a legal  person governed by private law, the instrument or instruments 
constituting and regulating it,  and proof that the authority granted to the applicant's lawyer 
has  been properly conferred on him by someone authorized for  the purpose. 
The parties must choose an address  for service in  Luxembourg. In the case  of the Governments 
of Member  St:ttes,  the  address  for  service  is  normally  that  of their diplomatic  representative 
accredited to the Government of the Grand Duchy. In the case of private parties (natural or legal 
persons) the address for service-which in f:1ct is merely a 'letter box' -may be that of  a Luxembourg 
lawyer or any person  enjoying  their confidence. 
The application  is  notified  to defendants by the ltegistry of the Court of  Justice.  It  calls  for  a 
statement of defence to be put in by them; these documents may be supplemented by a reply on 
the part of the applicant and finally a rejoinder on the part of the defence. 
The written procedure thus completed is  followed by an oral hearing, at  which the p:mics arc 
represented by lawyers or agents (in the case of  Community institutions or Member States). 
After the opinion of the Advocate General has been heard, the judgment is  given. It is  served on 
the parties by the Registry. 
44 ANNnX V 
Notes for the guidance of Counsel at oral hearings  I 
1.  I:sti111atcs 4 ti111c 
The ltcgistrar of the Court always requests from Counsel an estimate in writing of the length 
of time for  which they wish  to  address  the  Court. It is  most important that this  request be 
promptly complied with so  that the Court may arrange its  time-table. Moreover, the Court 
finds  that  Counsel  frequently  underestimate  the  time  likely  to  be  taken  by their  address  -
sometimes by as much as  100%. Mistaken cstinutcs of this kind make it difficult for the Court 
to draw up a precise schedule of work and to fulfil all its commitments in an  orderly manner. 
Counsel arc accordingly asked to be as  accurate as  possible in their estimates, bearing in mind 
that they may have to speak  more slow I  y before this Court than  before a nati01nl court for 
the reasons set out in point 5 below. 
2.  Lcn.~th 4 address  to  the  Co11rt 
This inevitably must vary according to the complexity of the case  but Counsel arc requested 
to remember that: 
(a)  the Members of the Court will have read the papers; 
(b) the essentials of the arguments presented  to  the Court will  have been summarized in  the 
Report for the Hearing; 
and 
(c)  the object of  the oral hearing is,  for the most part, to enable Counsel to comment on matters 
which they were tmablc to treat in their written pleadings or observations. 
Accordingly,  the Court would be  grateful if Counsel  would keep  the above considerations 
in mind. This should enable Counsel to limit their address to the essential minimum. Counsel 
arc also requested to endeavour not to take up with their address the whole of the time fixed 
for  the hearing, so  that the Court may have the opportunity to  ask  questions. 
3.  The  Rcport_l;1r the  llearin.~ 
As this document will normally form the first part of  the Court's judgment Counsel arc asked 
to read it with care and, if  they find any inaccuracies, to inform the Registrar before the hearing. 
At the hearing they will  be  able to put forward any amendment which they propose for  the 
drafting of the  part of the judgment headed 'Facts  mrd  iss11cs'. 
4.  T  Friffcn  texts 
If Counsel have yrcpared a written text of their address it assists  the simultaneous translation 
if the interpreters can  be given a copy some days  before the hearing. Counsel arc reminded 
that they arc not obliged to follow strictly the written text but may modify it as  they go. It 
goes without saying that this  recommendation docs not in any w:ty affect Counsel's freedom 
to abridge, or supplement their prepared text (if any) or to put their points to the Court as 
they sec fit. 
5.  Si111ultarrcous translation 
Only some Members of the Court in any given case will be :tble to listen directly to Counsel. 
The renuinder will be listening to :tn interpreter. The interpreters :trc highly skilled but their t:tsk 
is  a difficult one and  Counsel arc particularly asked,  in  the interest of  justice, to speak s/(lrl'ly 
t  These notes arc issued  to C:ounsd before the hearing. 
45 and into the microphone. Counsel arc also asked so far as possible to simplify their presentation 
in  order to avoid any ambiguities or mistransbtions.  A  series  of short sentences  in place  of 
one long and complicated sentence is  always to be  preferred.  It  is  also  helpful  to  the Court 
and eliminates misunderstanding if,  in  approaching any topic, Counsel first states very briefly 
the tenor of  his argument, ami, in an appropriate case, the number and nature of  his supporting 
points, before developing the argument more fully. 
G.  Cifti(J(l/IS 
Counsel are requested, when citing in argument a previous judgment of the Court, to indicate 
not merely the number of the case in point but also the names of the parties and the reference 
to  it in the Heports of Cases  before the Court (the ECR). In addition, when citing a passage 
from the Court's judgment or from the opinion of  its Advocate General, Counsel should specify 
the number of the page on which the passage in question appears. 
7.  D(l[I//1/C/l(S 
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The Court wishes to point out that under Article 37 of the Rules of Procedure all  documents 
relied on by the parties must be annexed to a pleading. Save in exceptional circumstances and 
with the agreement of the parties,  the  Court will  not admit any documents produced after 
the  close  of pleadings,  except  those  produced  at  its  own  request;  this  also  applies  to  any 
documents submitted at the hearing. 
Since all the oral arguments :tre recorded, the Court also docs not allow notes of  oral arguments 
to be lodged. ~ 
Visitors to the Court of Justice in 19771 
I  FR  Lux  em- Nether- Third 
Description  Belgium  Denmark  France  Germany  Ireland  Italy  bourg  lands  UK  countries  Mixed  Toul 
National judges2  12  - 46  75  4  2  - - 22  21  324  506 
Advocates, legal advisers and 
legal trainees  - - - 42  1  - 20  - 104  2  103  272 
Teachers of  Community law  - - - - - 24  - - - 1  18  43 
Parliamentarians  - 47  - 138  - 15  - - - 5  - 205 
Journalists  31  - 2  18  2  - 6  - 7  56  91  213 
Students  330  197  200  632  55  70  145  436  272  273  225  2 835 
Trade associations  65  - 50  137  20  - - 33  - 46  23  374 
Other  - - - - - - - - - 126  85  211 
Total  438  244  298  1042  82  111  171  469  405  530  869  4 659 
1  251  individual or group visits of an average duration of one day each. 
2  This line shows the number of national judges of each Member State who visited the Court in  national groups. The column headed 'Mixed' shows the total number of 
judges from all the  ;\[ember States who took part in the l'isits  ~(judges and the judicial !tudy vi.<its which, since 1967, have been organized annually by the Court of  Justice. In 
1977 the numbers taking part were as follows: 
Belgium 
Denmark 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
18 
54 
Luxembourg  6 
Federal Republic of  Germany 
21 
15 
54 
54  Netherlands  21  ~ 
United Kingdom  54  Z 
This column includes the members of  the delegations to the Court of  Justice from the European Court of  Human Rights and the European Commission of Human Rights in  ~ 
Strasbourg. The column headed 'Third countries' includes a delegation from the Swiss Tribunal Federal and a delegation of  Greek judges.  ~ 
:s ANN/!X VII 
Information and documentation on the Court of Justice and its work 
COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
Doitc Postalc 1406, Luxembourg. Telephone 43031. 
Telex (Registry): 2510 CURIA LU. 
Telex (Information Office of the Court): 2771  CJ INFO LU. 
Telegrams: CURIA Luxembourg. 
Complete list of publicatiom giving information on the Court: 
I- Infonnation on current cases (for general usc) 
1.  llcarin~s of  the  Co11rt 
The calcnd:~r of public  he:~rings is  drawn up  e:~ch week. It  is  sometimes necessary to alter it 
afterwards; it  is  therefore  for  inform:~tion only. This calendar,  in  French,  nuy be  obt:~ined 
free of  ch:~rge on request from the Court Hcgistry. 
2.  J>n>cccdit~~s 4  the  Co11rt  (if}t~sticc of the  /iuropcan  Co11111111nitics 
This weekly summ:~ry of the proceedings of  the Court is  published in the six oflici:~l bngu:~ges 
of  the Community. It nuy be obtained free of  clurge from the Infornntion Office; the bngmge 
required should be stated. (Orders for the United St:~tes m:~y be :~ddressed to the Communities' 
information otlice in \Vashington or in New York.) 
3.  ]111~111cnts or orders (!f the  Co11rtmtd opi11io11s 4thc Ad,ocatcs  Cmcr.I! 
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The Court Ius felt obliged to discontinue as from 31  December 1977 the supply, free of  clurge, 
of ofEet copies of its judgments and of the opinions of the Advocates General as  the cost of 
the bbour involved, of  copying and despatching them is high. However, as from the beginning 
of 1978,  the Court will send these offset copies in one or more of the Community bnguages 
to anyone who  c:~n show  th:~t  he is  already J  subscriber to the  Heports of Cases  before  the 
Court and p:~ys a separate subscription. Orders for these copies should be sent to the  Intern:~\ 
Services Branch of  the Court of  Justice of the Europe:~n Communities, Bolte Postale No 1406, 
Luxembourg. 
The annual subscription for the offset copies for  197H  will be Fll 1 500 for each Community 
bngu:~ge. The subscription for the following years will be adjusted according to any variation 
in costs. 
Nevertheless the Court wishes to do all it can to help all pcrsom who arc interested in :~scert:~in­
ing the dccisiom of the Court quickly. For this purpose such persons nuy apply to bve their 
names and :~ddrcsscs put on the distribution list for the Court's weekly publication 'Proceedings 
of  the Court of  Justice of  the Europe:~n Communities' (sec I, 2 above) :~nd the qmrtcrly bulletin 
'Infornution on the Court of  Justice of the  Europc:~n Communities' (sec  II,  1 below), both 
of which arc published by the Information Oflicc of the Court. These  public:~tions arc free 
of clurgc. 
Anyone who is interested in J  particular judgment or opinion of  any of  the Advocates General 
nuy apply for :m  offset  copy,  provided it is  still  available, on payment of a fixed charge of 
Bfrs 100 for  e:~ch document. This service will cease once the judgment or opinion in question 
Ius been published in  the rclcnnt p:~rt of the Hcports of Cases before the Court. 
Anyone who wishes to luve a complete set of the Court's cases is  invited to become a regular 
subscriber to the Jteports of Cases  before the Court (sec  Ill below:  Offici:~!  public:~tiom). II  - Technical information and documentation 
1.  !tyi>nnatioll  c>ll  the  Court of  ]11stice of  til(·  E11ropea11  C>llllllllllitics 
This qu:trterly bulletin is published by the Infonmtion Office of  the Court of  Justice. It cont:tins 
the title and a short stmlm:try of the more import:tnt c:tses brought before the Court of.Justicc 
:tnd before n:ttiotd courts. It m:ty be obt:tined free of clurge from the Inform:ttion Otlicc of 
the Court. 
2.  Ar11111al synopsis  1~( the  acti11ities cl  the  Court 
In  the six  offtci:tl  bngu:tgcs :tnd  free  of ch:trge;  this  public:ttion  m:ty  be  ordered  from  the 
Information Office of the Court. 
3.  Collcctioll 'if texts on  the  o~~anization, po11•ers  and procedures cif tile  Cor1rt  (1 Sl75) 
Orders, indicating the bngu:tgc required, should be :tddressed to the Office for Offici:tl Publica-
tions of the Europe:tn Communities,  Boite Post:t!e  1003,  Luxembourg, or to the booksellers 
whose addresses arc listed below. 
·k  lliblic>:.;rapiry  c~( Europea11  case-/,m• (  1965) 
One b:tsic  volume and six  supplements.  As  from  1977  the  publication  is  in  the form of a 
bibliographic:~! bulletin of  c:tses on Community bw. 
On S:t!c  :tt the following :tddresses: 
BELGIUM: 
DENMARK: 
FRANCE: 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC 
OF GERMANY: 
lit  ELAND: 
ITALY: 
LUXEMBOUitC;: 
NETHERLANDS: 
UNITED KINGDOM: 
OTHER 
COUNTRIES: 
Ets Emile llruylant, ltue de Ia  Rcgencc 67, 1000 Bruxcllcs. 
J.  H. Schultz-lloghandel, Montcrgade 1  Sl,  1116 Kobcnh:tvn K. 
Editions A. Pedone, 13 rue soufHot, 75005 P:tris. 
Carl Heynunn's Verlag, Gcrconstrarle 18-32, 5 Ki5ln 1. 
Messrs Greene  &  Co., Booksellers, 16 Cbrc Street, Dublin 2. 
CEDAM-C:ts:t Editrice Dott. A. Mibni, ViaJ:tppelli 5, 35100 P:tdov:t 
{M-64194). 
Office  for  Official  l'ublic:ttions  of  the  Europc:tn  Communities, 
Boite Post:tlc 1003, Luxembourg. 
NV M:trtinus Nijhoff, L:tnge Voorhout Sl,  's-Gr:tvenluge. 
Sweet &  M:txwell, Spon {Booksellers) Limited, North Way, Andover, 
Hants SP10 5BE. 
Office  for  Official  Publications  of  the  Europc:tn  Communities, 
Boite Post:tlc 1003, Luxembourg. 
5.  Synopsis cif Casc-Latl'  on  the  l:'J:C  Cortlleution  ,if.27 Scptelllhcr  1%H on jurisdictic>ll  and til(·  E11fi>rce-
11Iertt cf  ju~~IIICIIts in  Ci11il  rmd C>IIIIllcrciall\!attcrs (the  'Bmsscls Corit'cution') 
This Synopsis published by the Documcnt:ttion llr:tnch of the Court cont:tins  summ:tries of 
decisions by n:ttion:t! courts on the Brussels Convention and judgments delivered by the Court 
of  Justice in intcrpret:ttion of the Convention. 
It is hoped to publish it twice or thrice ye:trly. One issue :tppc:trcd in 1977 (sec :t!so Annex VIII 
below). 
Orders should be :tddrcssed to the Document:ttion llr:tnch of  the Court of  Justice, Bolte Post:tle 
1406, Luxembourg. 
49 6.  Rlpcrtoirc  de  Ia  .furispmdmcc  - J:uropiiischc  Rcchtsprallllllg  (published  by  H.  ].  Everscn  and 
H. Sperl) 
Extracts from cases  rcbting to the Trcltics establishing the European Communities published 
in German and French.  Extracts  from  nationll judgments arc  also  published in  the original 
bnguage. 
The German and French versions arc on sale at: 
Carl Heymann's Verlag 
Gereonstrlfle 18-32 
D  SCXlO  Koln 1 (Federal Hepublic of Germany). 
Co111pe11di11111  of case-ImP  rc/,1ti11g  to  the  1:"11ropem1  Cc>1111111111itics  (published  by  H.  ].  Evcrscn, 
H. Sperl and]. Usher) 
In addition to the complete collection in French and German an English version is now available. 
The first two volumes of  the English sencs for 1973 to 1975 arc on sale at: 
Elsevier - North Holland - Exccrpta Medica, 
P.O. Dox 211 
Amsterdam (Netherlands). 
III - Official publications 
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The Rccucil de Ia Jurisprudence deb Cour is the only authentic somcc for citations of  judgments 
of  the Comt of  Justice. The volumes for 1954 to 1972 arc published in Dutch, French, German 
and Italian. As  from 1973 they h:wc also been published in Danish and English. 
These reports, covering 25  years of case-law (1953  to 1977)  arc on sale at  the same addresses 
as  the publications mentioned under 1!,  above. An English edition of the volumes for 1962 to 
1972 is  already avaibblc; the 1954-1961  volumes arc at the printers. A Danish edition of the 
volumes for 1954 to 1970 is now avaibblc; the volumes for 1971  and 1972 arc in preparation. ANNliX Vlll 
Directorate of Library and Documentation 
This directorate includes the library as  such and the documentation branch. 
1.  The  Library of  the  Cottrt of  jwticc 
The library of the Court is  primarily a working instrument for the members and the officiJls 
of  the Court. 
At present it contJins lpproxinlltcly 30 000 bound volumes (books, series Jnd bound jounllls), 
5 600  unbound  booklets  Jnd brochures Jnd 231  current IegJl  joun1:1ls  Jnd bw reports sup-
plied on subscription. 
It may be mentioned purely as  a guide tlut in the course of 1977 new Jcquisitions Jmounted 
to 740 books, 280 booklets Jnd 8 new subscriptions. 
All these works may be consulted in the reading room of  the library. They arc lent only to the 
members Jnd the officiJ!s of  the Court. No !om to persons outside the institutions of  the Com-
munity  is  permitted.  LoJn of works  to  officials  of other  Community institutions  n1:1y  be 
permitted through the librJry of the institution to which the official seeking to borrow a book 
belongs. 
The  librJry  periodiCJ!Iy  publishes  bibliographies  or  bibliographical  bulletins.  In  1977  the 
following appe:1red: 
DibliogrJphy of EuropeJn casc-bw, supplement No 6. 
Bibliographical bulletin of Community case-law, No 77/1  (as  from 1977  this  bulletin sets 
out in  different form  and continues the bibliography of EuropeJn case-bw). 
These works of reference  n1:1y  be  obtained  from  the Office  for  Official  Publications of the 
Europeln Communities, Boite Postalc 1003, Luxembourg. 
(See also  Annex VII above.) 
2.  The  Dommentation  Branch of  the Court cf  jttstice 
The prin1:1ry task of this branch is  to prepare sumnuries of  judgments, to draw up the tJbles 
(indexes)  for  the  Hcports of Cases  before  the  Court Jml,  at  the  request of members of the 
Court,  prep:1re  documcntJtion  concerning  Community  bw and  comparJtivc  bw for  the 
purposes of prepJratory enquiries. 
The anmlli  alphabetical  index of subject-matter in  the  Reports  of CJses  before  the  Court 
lppears approximately seven  months after  the  last  issue  of the Iteports of Cases  before  the 
Court for the preceding year. As an exception however the annml index for the 1976 reports 
will not appear until July 197!l.  A consolidated index for the three  years 1973  to 1975 of the 
Reports of CJses before the Court will also appeJr in 1978. 
In addition in  1977  the  Documentation Branch published  the first  booklet of the  'Synopsis 
of  Case-Law-The EEC Convention of27 September 1968 on  Jurisdiction ami the Enforcement 
of  Judgments in Civil and CommerciJI Matters'. 
(Sec also Annex VII above.) 
Finally, within the framework of cooperation between the institutions of the European Com-
munities this  branch is  entrusted with the computerization of the case-law  of the  Court of 
Justice. This work is  now in hand. 
51 ANNI:'X IX 
Language Directorate 
The bnguage service  of the Court provides only a  written  translation service.  At present  the 
Court docs not luve its  own interpreters; those which it needs  in particubr for oral translation 
of the submissions of the parties in the course of  the public hearings arc lent to it by the European 
Parliament. 
At present the language service  consists of some 50 legal  translators  and revisers;  it  has  a total 
staff of H3.  Its  principle task  i~  to tramlate into all  the official  languages of the Communities for 
publication in the He ports of  Cases before the Court, the judgments of  the Court and the opinions 
of the Advocates General.  In addition it  translates  any documents in  the case  into the language 
or languages  required by members of the Court. 
In  1977 the language service translated approximately 3H 000 pages as  its current work; of these, 
H  000 pages were translated into f-rench and on average 6 000 pages into each of  the other languages, 
Danish, Dutch, English, German and Italian. 
In  addition  in  1977  the  bnguage service  continued  the  complete  translation  into  English  and 
partial translation into Danish of the ltcports of  Cases before the Court for the years 1954 to 1972 
which was started in  1973 after the accession  to the Communities of Denmark, Ireland and the 
United Kingdom. 
The complete translation of the reports into English was  concluded in  October 1977; only the 
indexes for some of the volumes of the reports remain to be completed. The total volume of the 
work was  more than  19 000 pages,  some 3 !XlO  of which were translated  in 1977.  The reports 
for the years 1%2 to 1972 have already appeared, while those for the years 1954 to 1%1 arc with 
the printers. 
The partial translation of the reports into Danish is still under way. The reports for the years 1954 
to  1970 consisting of some 2 HOO  pages luve already appeared.  The translation of the volumes 
for  the  years  1971  and  1972  which represent  approximately  1 200  pages  should be completed 
towards the end of 1  97H. 
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Information on Community law 
The decisions of the Court were published during 1977 in illfcr alia  the following journals: 
Bc(~i11111: 
Dcrmrark: 
Fra11cc: 
Federal Republic 
of  Germatt)': 
Agence Europe 
Cahiers de Droit Europcen 
Journal des  Tribunaux 
Rcchtskundig Weekbbd 
Jurisprudence Commerciale de Belgique 
Revue beige de Droit International 
Revue de Droit Fiscal 
Tijclschritt voor Privaatrecht 
Info-Jura 
Europolitique 
Ugeskrift for Hctsvxsen 
Juristen  &  0konomen 
Nordisk Tidsskrift for international Het 
Annuaire franc;:ais  de droit international 
Droit rural 
Le  Droit et les  Aff.1ircs 
Droit social 
Gazette du Pabisl 
Jurisclasseur pcriodiquc (La senuine juridique) 
ltecueil Dalloz 
Revue critique de droit international privc 
Revue internationale de Ia  concurrence 
ltevue trimestrielle de droit europcen 
Sommaire de sccuritc sociale 
La  vic judiciaire 
Proprictc industriclle, bulletin documentaire 
Hecht der Internationalen Wirtschaft 
(Aul3enwirtschaftsdienst des lletriebsberaters)2 
Deutsches Verwaltungsbbtt 
Europarecht 
Neue Juristische Wochenschrift 
Die (iffentliche Verwaltung 
Vereinigte Wirtschaftsdicnste (VWD) 
Wirtschaft und Wettbewcrb 
Zcitschrift fiir das gcsamte Handcls- und Wirtschaftsrecht 
Europ3ische Gnmdrcchtc-Zeitschrift (EuGRZ) 
1  In collaboration with the Auf3enwirtschaftsdienst des Uetriebsberaters. 
2  In collaboration with the Gazette du Pabis. 
53 Italy:  Diritto dell'cconomia 
Foro italiano 
Foro padano 
Rivista di diritto europco 
Rivista di diritto internazionalc 
Rivista di  diritto intcrnazionale privata e proccssuale 
II  Diritto ncgli scambi intcrnazionali 
L11xet11bo11~~:  Pasicrisic luxcmbourgeoisc 
Nt'therla11ds:  Administratieve en Rechterlijke Deslissingen 
Ars Aequi 
Common Market Law Review 
Nedcrbndse Jurisprudcntie 
Rechtspraak van de Week 
Sociaal-economische W etgeving 
Uttitcd  Kit(~do111:  Common Market Law Reports 
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The Times (European Law Reports) 
'Europe' International Press Agency 
European Report (Agra, Brussels) 
F.T. European Law Newsletter 
European Law Review 
European Law Digest ANNEX XI 
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